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'An absolute gem of a book' Alastair HumphreysFirst published in 1926, The Gentle Art of
Tramping is as relevant now as then. Tramping is an approach: to nature, to humankind, to
nations, to beauty, to life itself. This lost classic is a breath of fresh air for world-weary souls.It is a
gentle art; know how to tramp and you know how to live. Know how to meet your fellow
wanderer, how to be passive to the beauty of nature and how to be active to its wildness and its
rigour.The adventure is not the getting there, it's the 'on-the-way'. It is not the expected, it is the
surprise.

About the AuthorStephen Graham is Co-Head of Music and Senior Lecturer at Goldsmiths,
University of London, UK. He is the author of Sounds of the Underground: Mapping Fringe and
Underground Music (2016). --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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The OpenA Note on the AuthorMy secret’s in the wind and open sky,There is no longer any
Time – to lose;The world is young with laughter – we can flyAmong the imprisoned hours as we
choose!The rushing minutes pause; an unused DayBreaks into dawn and cheats the tired
sun;The birds are singing. Hark! Come out and play!There is no hurry! Life has just
begun.Algernon BlackwoodforewordI spent over six years abroad on adventures before it ever
occurred to me to explore my own country. Like many young people I found the place where I
grew up to be stultifying and infuriating. I wanted out. So I did my time, by bike and boot and
backpack, exploring the ends of the earth. Along the way I discovered that I loved simplicity,
endurance, wilderness, and eccentricity. I travelled myself restless, learning that I would always
suffer from wanderlust and struggle with the routines of normal life.I used to think I was weird.
That at regular intervals I needed to turn off my computer and go sleep on a hill for the night, or
just run howling into the nearest woodland river. And perhaps that is a little odd, but stumbling
upon Stephen Graham back in 2011 assured me that at least I was not alone.First published in
1926, The Gentle Art of Tramping suffers a little with its title. The modern reader would do well to
swap the word ‘Tramping’ for ‘Hiking’, ‘Backpacking’, or simply ‘Being Outdoors’. It is, essentially,
a fabulous how-to guide to all of these things, combined with wry humour, philosophical musings
on living a full life, and enjoyably dated advice on gear:A collar and tie may be secreted in a
pocket of the knapsack to be unwillingly put on when it is necessary to visit a post-office or a
bank, a priest, or the police. But otherwise we go forth with free necks and throats, top button of
shirt preferably undone.The modern-day adventurer – all shiny Gore-Tex and smartphones – will
find little useful equipment advice, but will enjoy Graham’s recommendations from almost a
century ago. I get exasperated with how often people ask me about equipment needs for going
on adventures, as if it is only possible to leave the office in gear more fitting to the Himalayas.
Graham’s advice here is pertinent: ‘The less you carry the more you will see, the less you spend
the more you will experience.’The true pleasure from The Gentle Art of Tramping is how much of
the lifestyle Graham espouses is still relevant today, perhaps even more so in this crazy era of
constantly being busy. He urges us to escape (if only for a weekend) the constraints of careers
we hate, ‘to cease to be identified by one’s salary or by one’s golf handicap.’ It is a simple thing,
though many of us build it up to seem prohibitively complex, to get out of the city into ‘an air that
is refreshing and free. You liberate yourself from the tacit assumption of your everyday life.’ I
have, since 2011, derived so much calmness and enjoyment from small, simple acts, such as
spending a night in the open air, following my nose cross-country for a day or a week, and –



perhaps most of all – from seeking out refreshing swims wherever I go. Graham too was a
convert, recognising that ‘The morning swim is such an embellishment of the open-air life that
many are tempted to plan their whole expedition with that in view.’ I couldn’t agree more.Graham
doesn’t only write about bucolic, comfortable days out in the sunshine. He is a fan, as I am, of
longer tramps – of a hearty dose of masochism and misery. You learn a great deal about yourself
on long, difficult journeys. You also discover the true character of any companion you choose to
tackle a challenging tramp with. Graham is full of wisdom on this subject, noting that ‘There is
perhaps no greater test of friendship than going on a long tramp’ and that ‘You cannot tell till
you’ve spent a night in the rain, or lost the way in the mountains, and eaten all the food, whether
you have both stout hearts and a readiness for every fate.’From my own experiences, I have
learned to travel slowly – ‘Measure a tramp by the time taken rather than by the miles.’ A couple
of summers ago I spent a month walking through northern Spain. It was a journey that felt like
the perfect accumulation of all that I had learned from The Gentle Art of Tramping. I lived like a
vagrant, sleeping under the stars, on a frugal budget of less than a handful of Euros a day. In the
whole month I walked a mere 500 miles, a distance I could have covered in a day by bus. It was
a magnificent experience, though difficult, but time is always kind to the memory of hungry,
uncomfortable nights sleeping on hilltops: ‘Nothing in the present ever seems so good as what is
past.’And the modern adventurer would do well also to remember Graham’s cautioning against
boasting, or travelling merely to tell the tale, to show off on social media. ‘Beware of going to
Jerusalem,’ he warns, ‘in order that you may come back and tell the world you have been. It
spoils all you found on the way.’I am thrilled that The Gentle Art of Tramping is being shared to a
new audience once again. It will provide entertainment, advice, and food for thought for all of us
who love getting away from the world out into the peaceful wild places.This book reminds us all
that ‘In tramping you are not earning a living, but earning a happiness.’Alastair Humphreys,
2018Author of Microadventures: Local Discoveries For Great Escapes1We Set OutIt is a gentle
art; know how to tramp and you know how to live. Manners makyth man, and tramping makyth
manners. Know how to meet your fellow wanderer, how to be passive to the beauty of Nature
and how to be active to its wildness and its rigour. Tramping brings one to reality.If you would
have a portrait of Man you must not depict him in high hat and carrying in one hand a small shiny
bag, nor would one draw him in gnarled corduroys and with red handkerchief about his neck, nor
with lined brow on a high bench watching a hand that is pushing a pen, nor with pick and shovel
on the road. You cannot show him carrying a rifle, you dare not put him in priest’s garb with
conventional cross on breast. You will not point to King or Bishop with crown or mitre. But most
fittingly you will show a man with staff in hand and burden on his shoulders, striving onward from
darkness to light upon an upward road, shading his eyes with his hand as he seeks his way. You
will show a figure something like that posthumous picture of Tolstoy, called ‘Tolstoy pilgrimaging
toward eternity.’So when you put on your old clothes and take to the road, you make at least a
right gesture. You get into your right place in the world in the right way. Even if your tramping
expedition is a mere jest, a jaunt, a spree, you are apt to feel the benefits of getting into a right



relation toward God, Nature, and your fellow man. You get into an air that is refreshing and free.
You liberate yourself from the tacit assumption of your everyday life.What a relief to escape from
being voter, taxpayer, authority on old brass, brother of man who is an authority on old brass,
author of a bestseller, uncle of an author of a bestseller. What a relief to cease being for a while a
grade-three clerk, or grade-two clerk who has reached his limit, to cease to be identified by
one’s salary or by one’s golf handicap. It is undoubtedly a delicious moment when Miles the
gardener, seeing you coming along in tramping rig, omits to touch his hat as you pass. Of course
it is part of the gentle art not to be offended. It is no small part of the gentle art of tramping to
learn to accept the simple and humble role and not to crave respect, honour, obeisance. It is a
mistake to take to the wilderness clad in new plus-fours, sports jacket, West-End tie, jewelled tie-
pin, in gaiters, or carrying a silver-topped cane. One should not carry visiting cards, but try and
forget the three-storied house, remembering Diogenes and his tub.I suppose one should draw a
distinction between professional tramping and just tramping, especially as this whole book is to
be called The Gentle Art of Tramping. I am not writing of the American hobo, nor of the British
casual, nor of rail-roaders and beachcombers or other enemies of society – ‘won’t works’ and
parasites of the charitable. While among these there are many very strange and interesting
exceptions, in general they are not highly estimable people, nor is their way of life beautiful or
worth imitation. They learn little on their wanderings beyond how to cadge, how to steal, how to
avoid dogs and the police. They are not pilgrims but outlaws, and many would be highway
robbers had they the vitality and the pluck necessary to hold up wayfarers. Most of them are but
poor walkers, so that the word tramp is often misapplied to them.The tramp is a friend of society;
he is a seeker, he pays his way if he can. One includes in the category ‘tramp’ all true
Bohemians, pilgrims, explorers afoot, walking tourists and the like. Tramping is a way of
approach, to Nature, to your fellow man, to a nation, to a foreign nation, to beauty, to life itself.
And it is an art, because you do not get into the spirit of it directly – you leave your back door and
make for the distant hill. There is much to learn, there are illusions to be overcome. There are
prejudices and habits to be shaken off.First of all there is the physical side: you need to study
equipment, care of health, how to sleep out-of-doors, what to eat, how to cook on the campfire.
These things you teach yourself. For the rest Nature becomes your teacher, and from her you
will learn what is beautiful, who you are, what is your special quest in life and whither you should
go. You relax in the presence of the great healer and teacher, you turn your back on civilisation
and most of what you learned in schools, museums, theatres, galleries. You live on manna
vouchsafed to you daily, miraculously. You stretch out arms for hidden gifts, you yearn toward the
moonbeams and the stars, you listen with new ears to birdsong and the murmurs of trees and
streams. If ever you were proud or quarrelsome or restless, the inflammation goes down, fanned
by the coolness of humility and simplicity. From day to day you keep your log, your daybook of
the soul, and you may think at first that it is a mere record of travel and of facts; but something
else will be entering into it – poetry – the new poetry of your life, and it will be evident to a seeing
eye that you are gradually becoming an artist in life. You are learning the gentle art of tramping,



and it is giving you an artist’s joy in creation.2BootsBoots and the Man I sing! For you cannot
tramp without boots. The commonest distress of hoboes is thinness of sole.Jog on, jog on the
foot-path wayAnd merrily hint the stile-aThe merry heart goes all the wayThe sad tires in a mile-
a.The sad heart, in this case, often has just a thin sole. Two friends set out last spring to tramp
from Bavaria to Venice, luggage in advance, knapsack on shoulder. But they had not the right
sort of boots, and they lingered in the mountain inns quaffing steins of brown beer to take their
thoughts away from their toes. They are in those mountains yet.You should have leather-lined
boots with most substantial soles. They may squeak, they may feel clumsy as sabots when you
first put them on. They may feel like comfortable baskets on your feet. Slight and elegant boots
seldom stand the strain, or, if they do, your feet do not. I have tramped in little steel-soled boots
in the Caucasus, and in plaited birch-bark boots, lapti, in the North, but I do not recommend
novelties in footwear. It is difficult to better a new pair of Army boots. But the best I ever had were
a pair of chrome leather fishing boots which I once bought in a wayside shop in the Catskill
Mountains. My feet were in a poor state, having got frozen by night and blistered by day in a
disgusting pair of light boots. I got into these capacious fishing boots one evening and never felt
another twinge all the way to Chicago. As regards Army boots, men suffered on the march
because often they were wearing other men’s boots worn and shaped already to a different pair
of feet and then patched and cobbled. One cannot with advantage wear dead men’s boots.Of
course, one should go gradually with a really stout pair of boots. Beware of the zest of the first
and second day’s tramping. It is so easy to cripple oneself on the second day out. You dispose of
the first surface blisters, and then you get the deeper, more painful, blisters, and those you
cannot squeeze. They intend to squeeze you. One should wear thick woollen socks, or even two
pairs of socks at the same time. When the socks wear out one can even increase the number of
pairs to three, though it is better to discard socks that have worn to hard shreds. I do not believe
in soaping socks, though it does not hurt to put them on damp.One should try to get a dip every
day, in mountain stream or lake. An ideal combination is sea-bathing and tramping. The salt
water exercise certainly helps the feet. It takes several days to get town-nurtured feet into
condition. With that in mind one should not overdo it at the beginning. Mile averages are a curse.
So are definite programmes. Like a good cricketer, you should play yourself in before you begin
to score.Of all tramping the most delightful is in the mountains; the most trying is along great
highways. Both have their place in the ideal tramp’s life, but experience teaches where the most
fun is to be found. Mountain walking is really much less tiring because: first of all, there is no
dust, then there is more contrast and mental distraction, and last, not least, one’s feet hit the
earth at varying angles, employing more muscles. The sole does not hit a road with monotonous
regularity upon the same dry spot of blistering skin.I find that in the mountains a boot of rather
lighter sole is preferable, with either brads or Phillips’ rubbers. One must nevertheless beware of
shoddy. After the second scramble amid rocks I have seen the whole sole of a boot part
company with the upper. I have seen the heel come off. Well established lines of working men’s
boots are safer than fair-seeming boots for clerks. On the other hand, boots whose nails come



through are a nuisance, digging holes in the soles of one’s feet. Boots which are letting iron in
should be hammered inside with a stone, but if, as often happens, some sharp nail-edge cannot
be smoothed it is as well to put in a certain amount of paper till a cobbler can be found to right
the wrong.Metal plates, ‘bradies’, on the outside of the soles are of little use as they get very
smooth and slippery. Brads also wear to be more slippery than plain leather. The new type of
very hard rubber patches made by Phillips and others are ideal for climbing. It is to be
remembered that tramping across country in the mountains one comes to steep and dangerous
descents, and upon occasion one risks one’s neck on the grip of one’s feet. That is where the
Army type of rubbers comes in. As an auxiliary it is not a bad plan to have a light pair of tennis
shoes in the pack, as you can get over some obstacles in prehensile rubber shoes which one
could never negotiate in boots. But hard rubber bars across one’s leather soles are in any case
very good. These rubbers would ‘draw’ your feet on an exposed level road. But in the mountains
one’s feet keep cooler, and the comfort of a safe grip on slippery rocks is not to be disdained.
When in the Rockies with Vachel Lindsay he had bradded boots, but they got very shiny and
smooth, and he could slide in them. In certain dangerous descents we made, I could see that
much-worn bradded boots were clearly at a disadvantage.It is a good plan on a long tramp to
carry a duplicate pair of boots in the pack. While it adds to the weight carried there is a
counterbalancing pleasure in a change of footgear now and then. It is moreover possible that in
wild country, one may wear out one solid pair of boots in a month or so. Uppers have a way of
bursting in the mountains, especially when one indulges in rushing down great slopes of silt with
myriads of knife-edged little stones. By the way, one should beware of toasting one’s feet in front
of camp fires, or of leaving one’s boots too near the embers when sleeping out. If not using them
as the foundation of a pillow, it is well to put them in a fresh and airy place, smearing a little
grease on them perhaps, to keep the uppers soft and pliable. Beware, however, of the grease
getting near the bread.Boots are, of course, not a poetic subject. Kipling used the word to
express the boredom of route marching:I’ve marched six weeks in ’Ell an’ certifyIt is not fire,
devils, dark, or anythingBut boots, boots, boots, boots, boots. . .The boot, like the thumbscrew,
was an instrument of torture during the Inquisition. But nevertheless, it must be remembered, old
boots bring good luck. That is why one ties them to the hymeneal coach. On life’s tramp
together, may the blissful pair have the comfort and easy-going happiness of a well-worn
boot.The tramp gets affectionately attached to his boots when they have served him long and
well, and may even wax patriotic in looking at them and say, like Dickens in America, ‘This, sir, is
a British boot.’Poems addressed to boots are hard to find, and one must assume that poets for
the most part do not tramp. For if they tramp there inevitably comes the pathetic moment when
looking upon discarded boots by starlight the poet says: ‘Oh, boot, have you not served me well,
old boot, old friend!’ There is a lost poetry in boots: ‘lines addressed to my favourite boots’, ‘lines
written after taking off my most cruel boots’, ‘lines written before putting on my boots’. The last,
on the occasion of putting them on swollen and blistered feet, might be the occasion of a long,
reflective poem.But enough, we at least have our boots on, and are ready to proceed with the



story of our tramping art.3The KnapsackIt is wonderful how much you can carry when it is for
pleasure. Soldiers grumble like camels at the loads put on their shoulders. Under someone’s
orders they shall march with packs on their backs to such a point today, to such another
point.With your best foot first and the road a-sliding past,An’ every bloomin’ camping ground
exactly like the last.The camel groans, the soldier grouses, but the gay tramp puts ever
something more into his capacious rucksack for pleasure or profit. There’s a hunk of tobacco,
there’s his favourite volume of poems, his sketchbook – his danger is in putting in too much and
not putting in the right things.I assume he is to be equipped for sleeping à la belle étoile. I may
mention one or two things he might overlook. First, the pack itself should be well made. I have
found in the past that Germans and Austrians make the best rucksacks, and even the best in
London seemed to be imported from these countries. The one I have now I purchased some
years ago in Vienna, but I think it was the best to be found there. There were many shoddy ones
about. The shopkeeper pretended that the one I chose was not for sale, and I spent twelve hours
getting it. Not that it is remarkable, but it is a genuinely well-made article. Exterior pockets which
will not burst are a necessity; interior pockets are also useful.The worst of the interior of a
rucksack is that after a while everything in it gets mixed. Spare boots and linen get sprinkled with
coffee; different foods mingle. Some paper wrapper bursts and the sugar spills over everything.
Then writing papers, books, or notebooks get greasy. But this is avoided if one provides oneself
with half-a-dozen cotton bags which tie with tapes. If these are not obtainable at home they are
to be found in some sort of form at a Woolworths or a cheap drapers. It is a small detail, but a
matter of comfort: if you feel so disposed, you wash out these little cotton bags when they get
dirty.Another valuable extra to put in the rucksack is a few yards of mosquito netting. This can be
bought quite cheaply, sometimes called ‘bride’s veil’ in the shops, sometimes leno, sometimes
butter-muslin. With this you can defy the mosquito at nights, and by day you can enjoy the luxury
of a sun-bath siesta watching the flies which cannot bite your nose. Apropos of the mosquito
netting, the choice of hat is important. Do not take a cap. You need a brim. And do not take a
straw hat. You cannot lie down comfortably with a straw hat on. A tweed hat is best. The brim has
a double use. It shields your eyes from the sun, but also, when you lie down where flies and
mosquitoes abound, you had best sleep in your hat, and use the brim to lift the mosquito net an
inch from your face.N.B.: A tramping hat does not get old enough to throw away. The old ones
are the best. Of course, once you have slept a night wearing your hat it is not much more use for
town wear. It has become more tramp than you are.I am in favour of carrying a blanket. It is less
cumbersome than a sleeping-sack and more hygienic. If, however, insects are very troublesome
(as in the tropics) and there are ‘land crabs’, scorpions, tarantulas and whatnot about, a light
sleeping-sack may be improvised by sewing together three sides of a pair of small sheets. This I
have done: it gets rather airless and smelly. It is best to turn it inside out in the morning and give
it plenty of sun. But a blanket will do; take a couple if you are chilly. This makes weight on the
back, but it is also a softening comfort and fits the rucksack upon the shoulders on a long
hike.There is no point whatsoever in carrying an overcoat, though a waterproof cape or an



oilskin comes in useful. A blanket and a cape form a useful combination. One can sleep on the
cape with the blanket over one.In one of the little cotton bags you will carry your toilet requisites,
soap and towel and comb. Some men like to let their beard grow on a long tramp and thus
dispense with razor and brush. Still, there are few things more refreshing than the cold shave at
dawn, the rushing stream, the lather scattering itself on ferns and flowers, the brandishing arm,
the freshening cheek.A vital consideration at that time in the morning is the coffee pot. I am in
favour of carrying an ordinary metal cafetière. Some prefer a kettle, but it bumps too much on the
back; others a pail, but the water in it is apt to get smoky. In the United States there are so many
clean, empty cans lying about that it is perhaps unnecessary to carry anything of the kind. The
cowboys never carry anything in the nature of a coffee pot. They confidently reckon on finding a
lard can. Indeed, if you make camp in the west or south where some have camped before you,
the carefully preserved coffee of the last party can be used. All America is camping out in the
summer, so it is a simple matter to find the black patch of someone else’s erstwhile sleeping
pitch.However, I dislike the places where people have been before, their orange peel and biscuit
wrappings, their trampled grass and jaded scrub. Give me a virginal patch of woodland or
moorland, or a happy grassy corner of the long dusty road, and there startle the earwigs and the
birds with the crackle of a first bonfire. Therefore, I consider it ideal to take a coffee pot with you,
a metal one that gets blacker and blacker as you go along. It can best be carried outside the
knapsack, dangling from the centre strap and resting in the hollow between the bulging pockets.I
had forgotten the enamel mug, the knife and the spoon. But you must not. Do not carry a fork; it
is unnecessary. A small enamel plate is useful. Pepper and salt mixed to taste may be carried in
a little bag. Some sort of safe box for butter is to be recommended. Take plenty of old
handkerchiefs or worst quality new ones; they come in useful. Remember a glove for taking the
coffee pot off the fire. If you do not you will be burning all your handkerchiefs, your hat, your shirt,
or anything else that you may be tempted to use. There are occasions when the coffee pot
seems to get almost red hot before it boils. There are giddy moments when it loses its balance
and will topple over and spill its precious contents unless you are ready to dash in with gloved
hand to save it.For the rest of the contents of your knapsack, you will be guided by your special
desires and aims. Loaded and bulging in the morning, it will gradually feel lighter and look more
shapely as movement sorts the various things into their best positions. At night you turn out
many things and use what remains as a pillow. Some carry a pillow, but it is too bulky. An air
pillow is not to be despised, but it generally seems to let you down during the night. Your
knapsack will grudge being left in the dew. It will feel happier with your head resting upon
it.4ClothesAttire‘Needy knife-grinder,’ said the poet, ‘your hat has got a hole in it, and so have
your breeches.’ That was not necessary. You should carry a housemaid’s tidy, or whatever it may
be called, the tiny compendium of needles and thread sometimes offered upon hotel dressing
tables, and sew up the holes. I fear the knife-grinder’s hat was of felt, a broken billycock hat, but
we tramps have nothing to do with felt hats. The bowlers and the Derbies and the trilbies are not
our style. There was a time when men tramped in shovel hats, and I can see Parson Adams



trudging along, his lank locks crowned with this lugubrious headgear. And Abraham Lincoln
walked abroad in his rusty topper. But we have changed all that. We tramp in tweed hats or caps
or without hats at all. We do not feel superior, but we know we are more comfortable.Also we no
longer wear cravats. In fact, a collar and tie may be secreted in a pocket of the knapsack to be
unwillingly put on when it is necessary to visit a post office or a bank, a priest, or the police. But
otherwise we go forth with free necks and throats, top button of shirt preferably undone.And we
do not tramp in spats or gaiters, nor in fancy waistcoats. The waistcoat is an article of attire
which can be cheerfully eliminated as entirely unwanted. Undervests also are rather de trop.
There are many things a man can shed. I am not qualified to say what a woman can do without,
but she needs no hat with feathers, no hat-pin. As I think of her in the wilderness it seems to me
she can get rid of everything she commonly wears with the exception perhaps of a hairnet, and
then dress herself afresh in ‘rational attire’. The green and brown misses in the ‘lovely garnish of
boys’ are now so familiar in the United States that it is almost superfluous to describe them. A
khaki blouse and knickers, green putties or stockings, and a stout pair of shoes are almost
everything; very simple, very practical, and if one must think of looks while on tramp, not
unbecoming.
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DonB, “Super little guide to hiking. Annie Dillard quotes from this book in her book, "Pilgrim at
Tinker Creek". The title sounded interesting, so thought I'd pick it up. The word "tramping", in this
context, is used as a synonym for "hiking". For anyone who's thinking about getting started with
hiking, it's a cool book. Of course, a lot of the particulars are outdated, but the basic principles
are sound. Times have changed and so have materials; oilcloth and leather have mostly been
replaced with artificial things like Kevlar and nylon, but the read is still fun.”

D. Antonaccio, “A beautiful new package for a timeless book about the Way of Tramping. I've
been an admirer of Stephen Graham's writings ever since reading an excerpt of "The Gentle Art
of Tramping" in Annie Dillard's Pulitzer Prize-winning "Pilgrim At Tinker Creek". Hard copies of
this book are hard to come by (excepting a few pretty pricey reissues), but this work surely
deserves to be more widely read.Bloomsbury's new edition packages Graham's classic of wit
and wisdom into an elegant little hardcover that will surely survive a bit of bouncing around at the
bottom of the tramp's knapsack. Graham's writings, composed in Dubrovnik in the 1920's, take
the reader step-by-step through the Essentials every tramp should consider before setting out
on the road. Some small details might seem a bit dated to the modern Weekend Warrior, but
Graham's deep wisdom, gleaned from decades of journeying across oceans and continents with
pilgrims, refugees, and other travelers, far outshines the occasional anachronism.A few of my
favorite excerpts:"The less you carry the more you see, the less you spend the more you
experience""Nature unfolds herself slowly like a snail if you are still in front of her. You cannot
know what you are walking over till you cease walking. The lizard which has eyed you furtively
from under a stone comes forth and squeaks to you -- you make friends with him, in fact. And as
you sit on the hillside, or lie prone under the trees of the forest, or sprawl wet-legged on the
shingly beach of a mountain stream, the great door, that does not look like a door, opens.""I am
inclined to measure a tramp by the time taken rather than by the miles. If a hundred miles is
covered in a week it is a longer tramp than if it is rushed in three days. There is great happiness
in taking a month over it. However, it is hardly possible to walk less than seven miles a day if one
sleeps out of doors."Those who heed Graham's advice to take life's tramp nice and slow will be
much richer for the experience, and perhaps save themselves a few blisters along the way.A
final quote: "In tramping, you are not earning a living, but earning happiness".Happy trails to all
those who practice the Gentle Art. Highly recommended.”

SMB1, “honest and calming. What keeps this book from being merely a 'feel good' book is its
straightforward honesty, which may be attributable to the era in which the author wrote. Though I
gave a rating of four stars, I am pretty sure it will earn five stars before I have finished. I am glad
Amazon carries this book.”

J.A.P, “Wonderful story that put a constant smile on my face.. It's a guide published in 1926 for



anyone who has dreamed of taking to the road with nothing more than a bag full of essentials
and big ideas. It gives guidance on walking, being open to discovery and being kind - advice as
relevant now as it was then.Reading it in 2020, it's a warm, funny and beautifully written book
that's a definite read for all you explorers out there especially if you're on the trail. I read it while
hiking the costal path and I'm so thrilled I did.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Really enjoyed. Really enjoyed highly recommended”

Stephen O'Neill, “Just buy it. We all need a copy. This is a lovely book”

SvH2020, “Good quality. I bought it for my fiancée and he is very happy with it. Likes to read in it.
Haven’t read it myself but will update the review when I’ve read the book myself. Quick delivery
to Belgium!”

The book by Stephen Graham has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 66 people have provided feedback.
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